PRESSE RELEASE
Berlin, December 1st, 2021
Save the Date: February 24 - 25th, 2022
The XENIX ETF DAYS 2022 will take place on February 24 - 25th, 2022 as an in-person event in
Berlin. “All partners involved have high expectations. We’re looking forward to a very diversified
ETF conference in Germany's fintech capital,” says Dr. Markus Thomas, host of the ETF DAYS.
Unique Mix of Conference Topics
The XENIX ETF DAYS 2022 are a conference for professional investors. The mix of topics ranges
from crypto indices to ETFs of various asset classes and sustainability-ETFs to digital wealth
management. Conference moderator Wieland Thyssen expects a cutting-edge congress: "Our
mix of topics is unique. Additionally, the combination of specialist lectures with subsequent
expert panels promises an open discussion on the latest investment solutions."
Conference Partners
Partners of XENIX ETF DAYS 2022 include i.a. Credit Suisse Asset Management (CSAM),
L&G ETFs and 21Shares, the Berlin Finance Initiative (BFI) and de:hub Berlin as well as the
media portals finanzen.net, Bank Blog and 10x10.
"The XENIX ETF Days 2022 in Berlin are a marketplace for new ideas on the ETF ecosystem. The
conference focuses on sustainability and digitisation. This shows the direction in which the ETF
industry will develop even more strongly in the future," says Dr. Valerio Schmitz-Esser, Head
Index Solutions at Credit Suisse Asset Management.
XENIX ETF AWARDS 2022
A conference highlight will be the official presentation of the German XENIX ETF AWARDS 2022.
Awards will be given for high-quality ETFs, innovative ETF newcomers and special achievements.
About XENIX®
XENIX is an ETF analysis company and provider of qualitative ETF ratings. The XENIX team is
currently rating the quality of around 2,000 ETFs. XENIX publishes the German ETF AWARDS
and cooperates with finanzen.ch for the Swiss ETF AWARDS.
Dr. Markus Thomas is the founder of XENIX and the author of “Das ETF-Anlegerbuch”.
Contact
XENIX®, Dr. Markus Thomas, +49 177 384 5021, info@xenix.eu, www.xenix.eu
www.etf-days.de
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